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For a set {A, I?, C, . . .) of graphs, sn iA, B, C, . . . }-factor of a graph G is defined to be a 
spanning subgraph of G each component of which is isumorphic to one of {A, B, C, . . .). The 
star with n + 1 vertices is denoted by K,,,, and let {T,) denote the set of trees with n vertices. 
We give a criterion for the existence in a graph of a (K,,,, . . . , &J-factor 2nd that for the 
existence in a tree of {(T,})-factor. 
f. Introddion 
Consider a finite graph G with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), which has 
neither multiple edges nor loops. We denote by 1’(G) the number of isolated 
vertices of G. For a vertex subset S of G, we denote by G - S the subgraph of G 
obtained from G by deleting the vertices in S together with their incident edges, 
and by N(S) the ner’ghborhood f S, that is, hr(S) is the set of vertices of G 
adjacent to at least one vertex in S. A vertex subset U of G is said to be 
independent if no two vertices in U are adjacent in G. The complete graph and 
the star with n vertices are denoted by K, a.nd &,,_+ respectively. 
We now introduce a new notion concerning factors. For a set {A, B, C, . . .) of 
graphs, an {A, B, C, . . .)-factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph of G each 
component of which is isomorphic to one of (A, B, C, . . .}. That is, if I: is an 
(A, B, C, . . .)-factor of G, then .F is a subgraph of G such that V(F) = V(G) and 
each component of F is contained in {A, B, C, . . .). For example, a %-factor and a 
{&}-factor are the same, and we give two graphs in Fig. 1, one has a 
(K, 1, K1 2, K, ,}-factor and the other has no {K, I, K1,Z, K&-factors. 
A criterion ‘for the existence of a {K&factor ‘was found by Tutte ([6], [4, p. 
76]), and the following two propositions give criterions for the existence of other 
factors. 
Proposition 1 (Tutte [7]; Berge and Majnal [2, “, 2 51). For a graph G, the following 
statements are ecpivdent : 
(1) G h to IK’L, {c,))-f t ac or, where {C,)) denotes the set of cycles with at least 3 
v+?rtices and {K2, {C,)) = {K2, Cn 1 n 2 3). 
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(2) i(G - S) s ISI for euery S c V(G). 
(3 IN( f_J)l> 1 VI for euery indepcndmt U c V(G). 
Fig. 1. (a) A (K,.,, K,,,, K,B,}-factor. (b) A graph aving no {K,,,, K,,*, &,)-factors. 
Proposition 2 (Akiyama, Avis and Era (111). A graph G has a {&,, &,=)-factor if 
and only if i(G - S) d 2lSl fop. every S c V(G). 
Note that a graph G has a { 1,2)-factor. which is a spanning subgraph of G such 
that the degree of each vertex is 1 or 2, if and only if G has a (K,,,, K&actor. 
In this paper, we shall prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph and n be an integer greater thaw or eqzral to 2. Then, 
the following sfatemenfs are quioalenf : 
(1) G has a {K ,,,, &. . . . , K,.,}-factor. 
(2) i(G - S)< n ISI for every S c V(G). 
(3) IN(U)Js(l!n)lUI for every independent UC V(G). 
Theorem 2. Let T be a tree and {T,,} be the set of trees with n vertices. For any 
trertex u of T, if T- u has the cornponen~s C,, C,. . . . , Cn then ler pi be the nwnber 
S.&I that I VCCi)( E pi (mod n) and 0 d pi < n for every i. Then, u tree T has u 
(( T"})-factor if and only if C pi = n - 1 for every ue?tex u Of T. 
Note that if a tree T has a ({T,}}-factor, then T has exactly one {{T,))-factor, 
which will be proved in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 1 is a generalized result of Proposition 2, and its proof is similar to 
tM of Props-sition 2. Theorem 2 can be considered as a generalization of the next 
resub; 
Propasitioa 3 (Chungphaisan [4, p. 801). A tree T Aas a {&}-focror if and only if 
T- c has exactly one odd cornponenl for euery uertux u of T. 
2. Definitions and rsotations 
Let G be a graph. The edge of G joining two vertices u and w is denoted by uw 
or wl~. A vertex sequence ulg, - l l u, is called a path from u, to u, of length n - 1 
if every ‘tt’i + , (1 d i d n - 1) is an edge of G and all the vertices are distinct. If u is 




Fig. 2. A maximum (K,,,, K1,2, K,,,}-subgraph. 
a vertex of a subgraph L of G, then &(t)) denotes the degree of o in L, that is, 
d,(r) is the number of edges of L incident with v. If S is a vertex subset of L, 
then N,(S) denotes the neighborhood of S in L. For edges abEE and 
cd E E(G)- E(L), we denote by L-ab and L + cd the edge-induced subgraphs of 
G whose edge sets are E(L) - (ab} and E(L) U (cd), respectively. For a set 
{A, B, C, . . .) of graphs, a subgraph M of G is said to be an {A, B, C, . . .)- 
subgruph if each component of M is isomorphic to one of {A, I?, C, . . .}. Then, an 
(A, B, C, . . .)-factor of G is a spanning (A, B, C, . . .}-subgraph of G. An 
(A, B, C, . . .}-subgraph N of G is said to be maximum if G has no {A, B, C, . . .}- 
subgraph N’ such that IV(W)1 > IV(lV)l (see Fig. 2). 
We now give some notations concerning alternating paths since we shall prove 
Theorem 1 a&g the standard technique of alternating paths. For a subgraph I-I of 
G, an H-alternating path of G is a path whose edges are alternately in E(H) and 
not in E(H). For example, if M is the maximum (&,, K2, K&subgraph shown 
in Fig. 2, then paths uaebic and uafck are H-alternating ones. Let K be a 
subgraph of G and u be a vertex of G. We denote by A(u) the set of vertices VJ 
of G such that there exists a K-alternating path from u to w. Furthermore, we 
define two subsets QA(u) and EA(u) of A(u) to be the sets of vertices n’ of G 
such that there exists a K-alternating path from 1’ to w of odd length and of even 
length, respectively. For convenience, let u E A(H) and u$ Haiti). For example, if 
K is the maximum {K1,l, Kl,a, K,,,}-subgraph in Fig. 2, then EA(u)= 
(d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, f} and OA (u) = (a, b, c}. 
3. Proof of theorems 
We first prove Theorem 1. In order to do so, we require the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let G be a graph having no {K,,l, . . . , K,,,)- factors ( FI 2 2) and let H be 
a maximum (K1,,, . . , , K,,,)-subgraph of G. If u is a vertex of G not contained in 
H, then ,ethe following statements hold: 
(1) If WY13c2Y2' l l x,y, is ail H-alternating path, then d&) = n and dH(yi) = 1 
for every i. 
(2) A(u) - Iu) r V(H), and A( ) u is a disjoint union of (u), OA (u) and EA (u). 
(3) lEA( = @A(u 
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(4) rf Q vertex w of G is a@zent in G to some vertex of EA(u), then w is 
csntained in OA(w). 
Proof. We first prove (1). If &(x1) = dH(yI) = 1, then Hr = H+ uxr is a 
1K ,,,. . . . , K,,,}-subgraph with V(H1) = V(H) U(u), a contradiction. If &(x1) = 1 
and d,(y,)>2, then Hz = H f wxr - xlyl is a (Kr,,, . . . , K,,,}-subgraph with 
a/(&) = V(H) U {u), a contradiction. If 2 c d&x,) G II - - 1, then dH(yI) = 1 and 
&=H+ux,isa{K, .,,..., K,,,}-subgraph with V( I&) = V(H) U (u}, a contradic- 
tion. Hence we have d&J = n and dH( y,) = 1. We can prove similarly one by 
one that &(xJ = n, dH(y2) = 1,. , , , (I&)= n, &(y,) = 1. For example, if 2e 
d,( x,) s II - 1, then we obtain a contradiction considering H + y1x2 - x,y, + uxr. 
We next prove (2). It is immediate that A( U) - {u) E V(H). Then, we have by 
(1) that 
OA(u)={w~A(u)~~d,(w)= n} and EA(u)={w~A(u)Id~(w)= 1). 
Hence OA( u) 0 EA(u) = fl as n 2 2. Therefore, (2) holds. 
Statement (3) follows easily from the fact that, for each vertex w in OA(w), 
ther exist exactly n vertices in EA(u) which are adjacent in If to w but not to 
any vertex ill OA(U)-{w}. . 
Suppose that a vertex w of G is adjacent to a vertex v in EA(w). Let 
uxiy1 * * l x,y, (yr = v) be an H-alternating path of even length from u to v. Then 
NH(o) = (x,1. li w is not in the path, then ux,yl l l l x,y,w is an H-alternating path 
of odd length and so w E OA(U). If w = xi for some j (1 d js P), then w E OA(u) 
as xi E OA( dc). If w = yi for some j, then ux, y, l l - XjyjV is an H-alternating path of 
odd length, and thus DE OA(u), which is contrary to (2). consequently, (4) is 
proved. 
Proof - f Theorem 1. ( 1) 3 (2). Suppose that G has a {K ,,,, . . . , &.,)-factor F. 
Let c,,..., Cr be the components of E Then. for any vertex subset S of G, we 
have 
i(G-S)+i(F--Sk= x6 i(Cj -{S n V(Cj,))s C ?I (S n V(Cj>l = nIS(. 
(2W( 1). Suppose that G has no {K,,,, . . . . K, J-factors. Let H be a maximum 
{K,:, * * * 3 K,,,}-stibgraph of G and u be a vertex of G not contained in H. Then 
it fchtiws from the lemma that every vertex in EA(u) is isolated in G - Otl(u), 
and it is obvious that u is an isolated vertex of G - OA(u). Hence we have 
J1 ~~G-OA(U))~~EA(~~)U{U)~=~~OA(LE~~+~~~~OA(~)(. 
Consequently, the proof is complete. 
(l)+(3). Let 6: be a {K,_,,. . . , &,)-factor of G, and let Cl,. . . , C, be the 
components of F. Then, for any independent vertex subset U of G, we have 
ING(u)l~INF(v)l=C!N,(V(Cj)RU)J~C(l/n)lV(Cj)nUI=l~lln. I 
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(3)+(l). Suppose tha: G has no {K,,,, . . . , K1 .)-factor. Let H, u, EA(w) and 
OA(u) be the same as in the lemma. Then EA(uj U(u) is an independent vertex 
subset of G, and we have 
IN(EA(u) U {u},l = lOA( = (I/n) IEAb)( Win) IEA(u) U b,i- 
Proof of Tkorem 2. Suppose that a tree T has a {{Tn]}-factor E Let ~1 be any 
vertex of 7’ and Cl,. . . , C, be the components of T- u. Set I V( C,>l = pi (mod n), 
0 G pi < n. If u is contained in a component H of F, then 
C P,=): IV(Ci)n(V(H)-(u})l=IV(H)-(u}l=n-1. 
We next prove the sufficiency of the theorem by induction on the number of 
vertices of a tree T. It follows immediately that the number of vertices of T is 
divisible by n. If I V( T)I = n, then 7’ has a {{T,}}-factor as T E {T,}. Hence we may 
assume IV(T)1 2 2n. 
We first consider the case that there euistswa verte:d ‘t’ such that T- 0 has a 
component C with nm vertices for some positive integer m. It is easy to show that 
two trees C and T- V(C) satisfy the condition in Theorem 2. Hence C and 
T- V(C) have {(T,))-factors by the inductive b-rpothesis. Therefore, T has a 
{{ T,,}}-factor. 
We next consider ihe case that, for any vertex TV of T, T- ~1 has no component 
with nm vertices. We shall prove that for any connected subgraph P of T, if 
T- V(P) has the components D1, . . . , D, with I V(Di)J 3 di (mod n), 0 I=, di c n, 
then 
(*) I V(P)( + 1 di = n and di 3 1 for every i. 
We prove (*) by induction on I V(P)I. We may assume 1 V(P)1 2 2 since (*) follows 
if IV(P)\ = 1. Let u be an end-vertex of P and V(P) = S U(u}. Assume T-S has 
the components X,, . , . , Xt with IV(Xi)) z Xi (mod n) and V(X,) 3 U. Then 
C xi + ISI = n and xi 2 1 by the inductive hypothesis. Let the components of T- u 
be Y1,..., Y, with 
I V( Yi)l s yi (mod n) and V( Y,) 2 S U V(X,) U l - l W V(X,). 
Then zyi=n-l,yial and yl=n-x, as ~~+y~sO (modn) and ~~21. Since 
the set of components of T- V(P) is {Q, . . . , 0,) = (X,, . . . , Xt, Y2, . . . , Ys}, we 
obtain 
[V(P)I+C di=l+/SI+C Xi-.X1+C yi-y1=1+n_xl_y,+C yi=n* 
Therefore (*) follows. Hence I V(T)1 6 10, which is contrary to I V(T)/ a 2n. 
Moreover, we can show that a tree has a unique {(T,))-factor if it has one. 
Suppose a tree T has two distinct ((‘I’,,))-factors F and F’. Then there exist!: ~2 
edge e E E(F) - E(F’), and let T .-. e be the graph obtained from ‘2” by deleting e. 
Since e E E(lF), the number of vertices of each component of T- e is not divisible 
by n. On the other hand, it is divisible by n since e# E(F’), a contradiction. 
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